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Simply Beautiful.

Classic Guitars - Webbs Road - Clapham

So Graham tell us a little bit
about the store?
The shops been here since
1997, it used to be called the
hills shop which used to be a
arts shop. We started in July
1998 it was I can’t remember
how many guitars I had to start
with.
My wife ran it before as well,
it was her office so she used
to sell stuff here but she got a
brain tumour and unfortunately had to close shop.

The front guy from Faithless.
He’s a very clever man he
has another band and plays
guitar, so he collects these,
also sports cars like Ferraris
but guitars just as well. He’s
a lovely guy, I don’t really get
it personally that “Insomnia”
stuff.
We had some guys come in
and film in here not long ago,
they had so much kit with
them they had to bring extra
cables that were put upstairs.

I’m sorry to hear that, have
you had any interesting
names come in before?

How did you get into the
guitar scene? And what
spoke to you about these
instruments?

I don’t have many big names
that pop in but I have had the
likes of Maxi Jazz pay a visit -

I got into guitars through my
wife I play a bit not as good as
most musicians there a guy’s I

get session musicians in a guy
called Paul Stacy he’s great he
plays on a lot of albums.
My wife was in this bluegrass
band they played live stuff
around here and when they
could be bothered.
Do you have a brand of guitar or model that you could
recommend?
This pale/baby blue start besides me is beautiful, it’s not
a standard mind you its mid
range a 60s style with a lovely
rosewood neck.
And you know these Stratocasters are far more versatile
to play you know. You can definitely play all sorts of music
with one of these. However

you can still get a really nice
guitar with decent sound for
around £400.
I have to say I like Gretsch
guitars a lot. This g bend, with
that g band symbol you see
there has this rockabilly look.
Its really interesting and this
style of guitar made in Germany made in Bavaria.
This one is open tuned guitar
from 1958 is a Gretsch it’s not
worth a lot of money about
£600. It’s not electric but semi
acoustic and a true hollow
body, very full, dark and on the
low end.
I don’t think its very nice
though - There are a lot of nicer guitars surrounding it.

What was the last band you
saw or show you visited?
Last show I went to see was
The Maccabees in Brixton. I
have to say I really enjoyed
their whole performance.
They have come down here
before actually. They’re based
in Elephant and Castle, they
still have a studio there. They
blew up around this way.
Can you tell us about a rare
guitar you’ve come across
before?
Yes “The Gucci” Guitar made
by Mark Nichol guitar builder
I’ve got some nice photos of
one he used to build them
downstairs actually.
They retailed at around £10k
I believe, he only made 22 of

them. He cleverly sold them
to Gucci for 1250, what a mark
up. Not sure how true this is
but I heard he made one for
himself.
Billy Gibbons emailed me last
year that an American guitar
player wanted to buy one.
Madonna, Sting and the Edge
own one. There only black and
chrome no other colours, Tom
ford helped design them.
How has this shop and surrounding area changed?
I got hold of it years ago and
the front looks the same besides the colour changed, the
roads similar.
Most of my vinyl collection you
can see throughout the store
used to come from “Off records” in the Battersea area.

Such a long time that’s long
gone now. This street is the
only interesting area around
I guess. It’s gotten really nice
here, there used to be a place
called off records which had a
fantastic vinyl collection.
There used to be a lot of
really nice second hand shops
around here. You’ve got two
really nice art galleries down
this road.
A Lot of designers and artists
work coming in and out. Its
Very family orientated so i suppose the street is changing to
fit with the demographic.
Have you always lived in the
local Clapham area then?
No I moved from Chelsea in
1978 where I used to live in

Gunter Grove, and Johnny
Rotten used to live upstairs.
When I finally wanted to move
however he bought my flat off
me.
He was just forming a band
called Public image band at
that time. At the Beginning of
Pill, when he was recording the
first album.
I was fortunate enough to
meet Jah Wobble, Don Letts
and Poly Styrene. A guy who
popped in before actually was
in her last band, X-Ray Spex.
What sort of music have you
been listening to this week?
I only listen to stuff really when
I’m driving, not so much radio
though. I’m loving Fleet Foundation, I am a massive Clash

fan and Wilco Johnson his story is amazing, a true fantastic
guitar player.
Solid senders was a great EP,
but I’m not a massive fan of
The Smiths.
I have one of his interesting
pieces there I also have a big
record collection downstairs.
They all fit on my little red
Crosley player, I think it’s brilliant , the sounds not the best
but you can just plug it up into
something a bit louder.
I like to leave some of my
favourite records in the store
and play them from time to
time.
Another favourite electric
guitar in the shop?

The Fender Custom Shop
1962 Limited Edition Stratocaster. This guitar looks like
you have a £10-16k stratocaster, custom shop reissue.
Its simply beautiful, road worn
made to look like a heavy relic
in the factory. All the burns,
scratches, aging, chips and
worn paint are all specific.
This will cost you between
£2-3k though, I love this blue
Rickenbacker as well it’s truly
special.
That guitar over there, the 12
string don’t look at that, oh
no that’s not for sale, horrible
thing I’m just watching it for
someone.
Look here 1992 Brazilian rosewood, you can’t get this anymore the government won’t

let anyone farm it or use it for
manufacture anymore. It’s in
perfect condition and sounds
wonderful.
Ltd edition, That jaguar is nice
Johnny Marr definitely plays
one of those. I sold a £9k guitar-I had a Rickenbacker from
the 60s I sold it To a guy who
raced in the Tour de France.
So did you used to do anything else besides music?
I was a maths teacher I packed
up teaching I got these seats
from a school. I taught at a
school in Chelsea for a long
time, I was a deputy there.
Chelsea and London as a
whole in the 70s was the best
time, I remember punks every
where, and a ship called Sex.

Chelsea was just so exciting
all sorts of people, interesting
music, parties and places to
go. Cultures mixed, pop, rock,
reggae all sorts played.
Competition wise have you
got any stores with the same
offering?
I haven’t had much competition really.
Denmark Street to me is a
place I actually visit myself. I
have a friends down that way
too.
They’ve come down to buy
then sell up there. You can sell
at higher prices up there you
know. I hear there is going to
be a lot of changes up that
way as places get more expensive to rent.

There’s also the fact that they
are they are re developing that
area because of the cross rail.
Do you still advertise in
newspapers or local magazines?
I used to advert a lot in magazines but now I’m a bit more
well known so I don’t really
have to.
Have you got a favourite
brand of strings or guitar
made in the UK?
Ditto sounds string made in
England, Rotosound strings
made in England I get those,
they’re great and even though
not British the top of the range
Gretsch is made in Japan not
made in USA.

Atkin guitar’s are a nice one,
they’re made in Britain. A Lot
of these are classics, I’ll get the
black and purple case for this
Nashville guitar. Its an original
Gretsch too.
I don’t sell them, but I do like
ukuleles. I try and teach myself
a little bit more when I can
now and then.
Devon made guitars are great,
they use reclaimed woods
from Dartmore. They find the
great used wood. Id recommend you have a look at them,
you see there is a lot of good
English makers but they’re
hard to sale you know, Taylor’s
are easy acoustics to sale.

These cases don’t have guitars
in them but just imagine everyone here has a case. They are
stored above me and downstairs, I’ve even labelled them
all with the correct storage
case to pair with each model.
Do you ever get Pawnshop
treatment from customers?
A Lot of people come in here
with this and that, sometimes
it can be rubbish though, but
you don’t find those bargains
anymore. Mind you I’ve seen
some serious ones though.

So what are the opening
times?
I am open Tuesdays to Saturdays. I open usually 11am in
the morning and I live upstairs
so it’s easy.
I am shut Mondays and Sundays but I can open it when
people call and ask me to. Its
nice to be close to the store
you know.
How would you describe and
sum up your shop?
To sum up I would say It’s a
high end 2nd hand guitars
shop, but not necessarily vintage.
What products have been
your biggest sale?

I had a Gibson Les Paul I sold
for £9k pounds, I used to own
a Rickenbacker but a guy from
a shop in Fulham who was
looking for a celebrity picked it
up from me.
Again for a very high price. But
I do have cheaper ones lying
around that one by the mirror,
the little acoustic is £200.
I love your window displays
and use of layout, what are
those little boxes?
By the amps. Those little boxes near the effects pedals are
Marlborough mini amps. They
are very old. AA batteries plug
in and out then you have a
larger sound.

This old Boss pedal is used,
off from a pedal board. It has
a very nice over-driven sound,
it’s a desirable pedal, ”The
Tube Screamer” goes for a
lot of money. I have reissues
of older amps that originals
would cost you £1500 - £2k.
And what is this rather large
metallic guitar in the window
corner?
This resonator is interesting it’s
so loud it rings and rings out.
Grab a glass slide and you can
play notes while strumming
away. It’s bright and it’s dark,
very full sounding the acoustics are dramatic. This is 35
years old.

What kind of customers does
your classic guitar store attract?
You never know who’s going to
come in , you can get anyone
here, a lot of people who walk
past play. A neighbour came
across a short while ago as I
was closing and said you know
what I’ll buy that Telecaster
Deluxe.
You do have to try and see the
guitar, think on it and compare
Sometimes people just know
this is the one, that’s the one
for them. It just depends.
Are there any other local
shops that sell synthesizers
or drum kits?

There’s a really nice drum shop
called Drumshack actually. Its
here in Clapham. There’s also
Music showroom. I have this
lovely white Casio it’s a tiny
portable synth keyboard.
There are some very nice
guitar amps along the front
here, any that stand out?
This Fender twin reverb amp is
very special indeed. It’s huge
sounding but it’s also very
heavy I’d do my back in lifting
that. Some great valves in that
amp.
This Marshall amp is nice too,
I use it as my store amp. It’s
what I demo most of the guitars on it.

How important is it for
shops like this to exist?
Its great to be able to come in
and see the guitar’s it’s not the
same online, whether cheaper,
mid range or expensive it only
does it justice to feel and hear
it in person. These boutique
guitars will forever be relevant
for enthusiast’s and collector’s.
After a friendly conversation
and a more in depth tour
Graham gave us a blues filled
demo of The resonator by the
shop window.
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